
MUSC U6/U8 Game Day Clinic Guide

6 Training sessions



Structure 

1) Warm up -10 mins ( ball mastery)

2)Drill/Game – 10/15 minutes 

3)Small Sided Games– 40 mins ( 4 games of 8 mins) 

5 water breaks of 2 minutes 10 mins 

Total= Hour and 15 minutes

*Each session is ran by 1-2 academy coaches along with the 
volunteer coaches of each team

Each week will have an additional game that the volunteer 
coach can play at practice the upcoming week. 



Reason

• Players- we want each child to be introduce the freedom to 
make a connection with the ball and master the ball at the 
young ages through activities they learn best from. While 
working on their ABC’S ( agility, balance, coordination, 
speed) 

• Coaches- we want to provide hands on coaching and 
provide the volunteer coaches the chance to learn on how 
to run a practice/games or simply how to communicate to 
the kids. 

• Parents- A structure that put each kid development at the 
forefront so no kid will be left behind 









FUN WARM UP 

Kids like a routine and will pick up on and become more comfortable with you and each 
other. We also want to maximize ball time at practice.  At least 70-80% of the time should be 
with the ball

Each week the kids will preform a warmup that consist of dribbling at different speeds 

* You can also add on stationary ball work such as toe taps, foundations, pull/push or add 
skill moves in 

METHOD- The coach must demonstrate each part.  Kids learn by watching and examining. 
Break skills down in parts.  



Warm up Directions 
Each kid will have a ball inside a 20 by 20 grid ( or bigger if needed).

The coach will TELL and SHOW the players what speed to dribble at.  

Turtle speed- tight, quick touches on the ball ( emphasis moving quick in a small space)

• Dog speed- medium speed where the child should be taking a touch with every step, they take

• Cheetah speed- Go as fast as you can but under control 

• * Snake speed (Change direction a lot) 

Tips

1) If you yell freeze, put your ball on top of the soccer ball.

2) To grab their attention clap three times, two times.  Touch your head, shoulders, ears. ETC> 

Coaching points

1) Keep the ball close 

2) Toes downs ( use your laces) 

3) Eyes up 

* You can also introduce skill moves. Once the players pratice the move, the coaches will apply gradient pressure 



Week 1 
( Space ) 

Warm up

Drill 1- Bubbles

Drill 2- Body Parts  

Scrimmage 

Skill moves/technique - Dribbling with all parts of the foot , 
picking your head up 



Week 1 ( Drill 1) Bubble 

Directions 

• Players should protect the imaginary bubble that surrounds 
and protects them. If other players get to close the bubble 
may burst. Players should therefore move around the area 
with their head up and eye forward and change direction to 
find the best possible space at all times. 

Progression

• The game can be progressed by limiting the space to make it 
more difficult for players to protect their bubble. Cones or 
poles can also be added to create more obstacles in the 
playing area which the players must avoid to prevent their 
bubble from bursting. Once all players have achieved a 
degree of success they can be given a ball to dribble through 
the area whilst maintaining space between the other players. 

Coaching points:
Keep your head up
Scan the field
Keep the ball close ( small touches) 

Guiding questions:
How can you avoid popping your bubble?
How can you find space?
Once you find space, how can you get to it?



Week 1 (Drill 2)  Body Parts

Directions

• Each kid will have their own soccer ball and 
will dribble around the grid at dog speed to 
find space. On the coach command stop the 
ball with that body part. For example, if the 
coach yells knee then stop with their knee. 
ETC. MAKE IT FUN

They can lose a point if they stop within arms 
length of someone 

Progression

• Add cones to stop it at specific colors, or 
once they stop the ball now, they have to
dribble with that body part.  Another 
variation is to stop it in a certain area of the 
pitch 

Coaching Points
Keep the ball close in order to stop it
Eyes up /Find space 
Dribble with your laces, up on your toes, 
chest over the ball 
Guiding questions
Is it easier to stop if the ball is close or super
far?
What part of the foot can you dribble with to 
go fast?



WEEK 1 SSG

• Play a normal scrimmage and 
throw multiple balls in the field to 
promote space ( 2-3 balls) 

• Let them play and encourage 
what you have worked on
throughout the day. 

• Promote dribbling rather then just
Kicking the ball 



Week 2 
(Change of 

pace)

Warm up

Drill 1 –The blob

Drill 2 –Stuck in the mud

SSG- scrimmage with two/three balls

Skill moves- ( Big touch, vs little touch) 



Week 2 (Drill 1) The Blob

Directions 

• All the players are inside the grid. All but 
three have a soccer ball at their feet. The 
three without a ball form a ‘blob’ by holding 
hands. The blob moves freely in the grid and 
tries to kick any player’s ball out of the grid. If 
a player’s ball leaves the grid, he/she joins the 
blob.

• Once a chain has six or more players, have it 
break apart into two smaller chains (of three 
people each). The last player dribbling is the 
winner.

VARIATIONS

• Change the size of the grid. Bigger grid makes 
it easier for dribblers.

• Have blobs break into two players per blob. 
(Harder for dribblers).

Coaching points:
Find space
Change of pace
Big touch into space
Guide questions :
How can you get away from the blob?
Is finding space important to get away from the blob?



Week 2 (Drill 2) Stuck in the MUD

Direction

• Select one player who is “it”. Each of the remaining players should 
be standing in the grid with a ball waiting for the coach to blow a 
whistle.

• On the whistle, the players with a ball dribble round the grid trying 
to avoid getting tagged.

• If a player is tagged, she must pick the football up, hold it over her 
head and stand with her legs apart.

• Frozen players should be encouraged to shout ‘help!’ as loudly as 
possible.

• To release the “frozen” player, an ‘unfrozen’ player must pass her 
ball through the spread legs of the “frozen player”.

• Once the player is “unfrozen”, she resumes dribbling in the grid. If a 
player dribbles the ball outside of the grid, that player is “frozen”.

Progression

Add more taggers, or add safe zones player can dribble into for 5 
seconds 

Coaching Points:
Change of pace
Finding space
Control touches
Facing the tagger
Guiding questions :
How can you see the danger? ( the taggers, out 
of bounds)
What ways can you get around a tagger?



WEEK 2 SSG

• Multiple balls in play ( 2-3 balls)

• Let them play

-Promote changing speeds and 

Taking space that is given

-give lot a praise for effort 



Week 3 
(Turning)

Warm up

Drill 1 -Ball tag 

Drill 2 -King of the Ring

SSG- two goals 

Skill moves – ( inside/outside turn) 



Week 3 (Drill 1) Ball Tag

Description

• All players will be inside the box and 
will be dribble their ball around the 
grid. The coaches will hold a ball in 
their hands and try to tag their ball 
to the soccer player's ball. If 
successful, the player must do 10 toe 
taps. 

Progression

• Reduce the size of the field for more
congestion or have the players also 
tag on teams.  Add a safe zone or a 
zone they can dribble through to 
gain points back or gain a point. 

Coaching points:
Being patient
Hiding your ball from the defender
Making a move past the defender

Guiding questions 
How can you avoid your ball being tag?
Can you drag the tagger around?
Does the ball or the tagger move faster?



Week 3 (Drill 2) King of the Ring

Description

• The players are dribbling around in the ring 
(box). A select defender is selected is 
chasing the attackers and tries to steal the 
ball from an attacker. 

• If the defender steals the ball he will pass 
the ball outside the ring. The attacker who 
lost the ball will get his ball and starts a 
technical skill (Toe Taps, Boxing Touches, 
Rolls, etc) outside of the ring. The defender 
will go chase another attacker and try to 
steal the next ball. 

Progression

• Add a scoring method for the 
attacks/defenders. 

• Reduce the size of the area or add another 
ring (box). If they lose the ball they can to 
the next box and continue playing in that 
one 

Coaching Points:
Keeping the ball close
Finding space
Turn, go fast
Guiding questions
How can you get away from them?
How can you avoid them kicking your ball when they
are close?



WEEK 3 ( SSG) Two goals 

• Let them play and 
encourage what you 
have been working on

• Encourage turning and 
going the other way if 
someone is blocking one 
way 



Week 4 
( Running with 

the ball) 

Warm up

Drill 1 -Shark and Minos

Drill 2 - 4 corners (with guards)

SSG- run through tall cones 

Skill moves (Feint or scissor) 



Week 4 (Drill 1) Shark and Minos

Description

One/Two players are designated the SHARK start in 
the middle of the grid without a ball.

The remaining player starts with a ball on one of 
the end lines.

The minnows, the players with the ball, attempt to 
swim from one end line to the other while keeping 
their ball away from the sharks.

The sharks attempt to gain possession and then 
becoming a Mino. The player who lost the ball 
becomes a shark. 

Progression: Add a box in the middle and if the 
players dribble through it they get double the 
points 

Coaching Points:
• Keep the dribblers under control and not panick

once the sharks get near them.
• Inform players to keep the ball close within 

playing distance.
Guided Questions:
Can you use a move to get around a shark?
How do you change your pace around a shark or 
after doing a skill move?



Week 4 (Drill 2) 4 Corners 

Description

Mark out 4 corners with color cones or 
have assistant coaches standing in a corner.  
Have players dribble to each corner by 
calling out a color or coaches holding up a 
cone. Make it into a game after 4 minutes 
or challenge them different ways to dribble 
or preform a skill move while dribbling 

Progression

Add guards around the grid and they have 
to preform a move to get around them 

Coaching Points:
Use your laces (pinky toe)
Dribble fast/ under control 
Keep your body straight
Ball out from your foot 

Guiding questions : Do you run faster using the inside 
or outside of the foot to dribble?



Week 4 (SMG) Tall Cones

• Let them play 

• Encourage them to dribble through the
cones and not shoot it through to 
promote running with the ball  

• Promote the skills moves you worked on



Week 5 
( Change of 

Direction) 

Warm up

Drill 1 - islands

Drill 2 - Robin hood  

SSG- Two goals 

• Skill moves- Pull back



Week 5 (Drill 1) Islands

Directions 
Create multiple islands with color cones or
pennies. Have the players dribble to certain 
islands and perform certain dribble moves. 
Add sharks in the ocean ( any place not an 
island) and these sharks try to kick their balls 
away 

Progression
Add a time limit, a certain island worth more 
points or smaller islands. Add a middle island 
they have to dribble through each time 

Coaching points:
Keep the ball close
Turn , then go fast
Eyes up, scanning
Guided Questions:
Which island can you get to the fastest? 
How can you get away from a shark? 
If the shark is over by the yellow island, 
where should you go?



Week 5 (Drill 2) Robin Hood

Description

Mark out a triangle with sides 10m–12m long. Three teams of two players 
are positioned at each corner with a cluster of balls in the middle of the 
triangle. The object of the game is to gather as many balls as possible for 
the corner or ‘nest’ within a set time period. One player from each team 
runs to the middle of the triangle to get a ball and dribbles it to their corner, 
or nest, and leaves it there. Their team-mate then does the same. When all 
the balls in the middle of the triangle are gone, players can take them from 
someone else’s nest. 

Players are NOT allowed to stop others from taking balls from their nest –
no blocking, defending, tackling, etc. No hands! Feet only.

Progression:

• 1. When all the balls have been collected, all players have 30 seconds to 
steal balls from the other teams’ bases. Players are not allowed to 
protect their team’s balls.

• 2. Place lines of cones from the middle square to the team bases that the 
players have to dribble around.

• 3. Players have to use their weaker foot to dribble the ball with and/or 
specific parts of their foot, i.e. sole, instep, etc.

• 4. When players get to the balls in the middle they have to do four or five 
toe taps on the ball before they dribble it back.

Coaching Points:
Belly button should follow the ball on
pullbacks
Dribble fast/under control 
Laces 



Week 5 SSG

Let them play and emphasis 
when someone try to go the 
other way 

Encourage if someone is
blocking the goal to pull it back 
and go the other way



Week 6 
( Striking the 

ball)
Warm up

Drill 1 - Hit each other ball

Drill 2 - Clean my yard

SSG- normal scrimmage 



Week 6 (Drill 1) Hit each other ball

Description 

All players will dribble around the grid and 
attempt to pass their soccer ball into 
someone ball in order to receive a point. You 
can also have players without balls who are 
trying to avoid getting hit 

Progression 

Add a time limit, add a specific part of the 
foot , if you get hit you have to do this ( toe 
taps, foundations, pull/push) etc.  

Coaching Points:
Keep your ball close
Hide your ball
Fake your passes
Scan the field
Guided Questions:
What part of the foot is easiest to pass with? 
Should you get really close or far way before
trying to hit someone ball?



Week 6 (Drill 2) Clean my yard

Description:

Two equal teams, one in each grid. Each 
player has a ball to start the game. On the 
coaches whistle, the players try to pass the 
ball from their yard into the opposing teams
yard. When the coach blows the whistle(3-5 
mins), play stops, the team with the least 
amount of balls in their yard wins.

Progression:

-Players can also dribble their ball to the 
other side 

-add one guard to go over and block passes 

Coaching Points:
Non-kicking foot beside ball 
Use your laces
Look at the ball
Guided Questions:
Should the ball be very close when we 
strike it? 
Which foot is our non-kicking foot?



WEEK 6 SSG

• Let them play! 

• Encourage taking shots today

• Double the points if with bad foot 


